Introduction
In nuclear scatter~ng and reactions, points irt energy and angle (E 0 ,0 0 ) at which a component of the analyzing power for spin-polarization reaches its theoretical maximum are of particular interest and importance.
Experimentally, they provide valuable absolute calibrations. Theoretically, there exist at such points important conditions on, or relations among, the elements of the transition matrix M which connects the initial and final -states, xf =,!;!Xi· As a consequence, other polarization observables are determined, and in reactions with a particularly simple spin structure it is possible that all such observables are determined.
The simplest case is that with the spin structure ~ + 0 + ~ + 0. The resulting condition on the two independent M-matrix elements Mf . is w . This result follows from the requirement that the spin-1 density matrix be positive semi-definite. Correspondingly, it is of considerable interest to establish, for this general case, the conditions among the M-matrix elements that result whenever an extreme value of an analyzing-power component is reached.
i;
M-Matrix Conditions
For a four-particle reaction A+B ~ C+D with the spin structure a+b ~ c+d, the column vector X· is the direct product o ey t e par1ty con 1.t1.on
Here, 7ft is the product of the intrinsic parities of the reaction particles, ot and the s. are the spins a,b,c and d. 1 If an analyzing-power, A , for the spin-a particle reaches an extreme
The corresponding operator is P = P .
...
b+l' where r 2 b+l is the unit matrix --of order (2b+l), and the operator matrix P a= [P aa 1 ] is of order (2a+l).
-
In order to reduce the number of terms in writing out the traces in eq. (4) , it is convenient to partition the matrices M and P as follows: 
These, again, are n independent conditions, except for the case of four bosons for which they number (n+l) or (n-1) for q = +1 or -1, respectively. Note that the conditions (14a) are comparable to those for A =+1, given by eq. (10), in yy that the same matrix elements are involved.
The important difference resides in the change of sign. 
particular amplitudes with the polarized-particle spin-projection a~a differ only by a phase from the corresponding amplitudes with a = -a.
For polarized particles with spin a>l, the relevant M-matrix conditions for an extreme value of an analyzing-power component can be derived from eq. (8) when the need a~ises. ..
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Discussion
We have derived the sets of linear relations among the M-matrix amplitudes (6) that correspond to the existence of extreme values of spin-1 and spin-~ analyzing powers. These conditions, given by eqs. ( 10) , ( 12) , (14) , and (16) It should be noted that the a priori probability for the existence of an extreme value of the analyzing power is certain to decrease rapidly 
